MIDLAND FUSION / 2017 KIT
REQUIRED

|

RECOMMENDED

|

GOALKEEPER

ADIDAS TIRO 17 JERSEY

ADIDAS SQUADRA 17 JERSEY

#A94302 REQUIRED

#A12186 REQUIRED

ADIDAS TASTIGO 17 SHORT

ADIDAS TEAM SPEED SOCK

ADIDAS TIRO 17 TRAINING JACKET

#A94315 REQUIRED

#A94316 REQUIRED

#A61094 REQUIRED

S/S T-SHIRT

#A94319 REQUIRED

DISCLAIMER: Placements and sizes are approximate. Please take into account any specific features your products include, with the understanding that all applications must have at least 1 inch of space between them and any seams, trim, graphics, embroidered
manufacturer logos, or other sewn-in features like stripes, piping, or wicking panels. Logos will be sized to the smallest product being ordered and logo proportions shown here are not to scale or 100% accurate.

MIDLAND FUSION / 2017 KIT
REQUIRED

ADIDAS STADIUM TEAM BACKPACK

#A70750 OPTIONAL

|

RECOMMENDED

|

GOALKEEPER

ADIDAS TIRO 17 TRAINING PANT

ADIDAS SQUADRA 17 SHORT

#A94320 RECOMMENDED

#A94303 RECOMMENDED

ADIDAS CLIMA TEE SHORT SLEEVED

ADIDAS CLIMA TEE SHORT SLEEVED

#A89106 RECOMMENDED

#A89106 RECOMMENDED

ADIDAS SQUADRA 17 L/S JERSEY

#A94307 RECOMMENDED

DISCLAIMER: Placements and sizes are approximate. Please take into account any specific features your products include, with the understanding that all applications must have at least 1 inch of space between them and any seams, trim, graphics, embroidered
manufacturer logos, or other sewn-in features like stripes, piping, or wicking panels. Logos will be sized to the smallest product being ordered and logo proportions shown here are not to scale or 100% accurate.

MIDLAND FUSION / 2017 KIT
REQUIRED

ADIDAS REVIGO L/S GK JERSEY

#A95295 GOALKEEPER

|

RECOMMENDED

|

GOALKEEPER

ADIDAS ASSITA GK JERSEY

#A95294 GOALKEEPER

DISCLAIMER: Placements and sizes are approximate. Please take into account any specific features your products include, with the understanding that all applications must have at least 1 inch of space between them and any seams, trim, graphics, embroidered
manufacturer logos, or other sewn-in features like stripes, piping, or wicking panels. Logos will be sized to the smallest product being ordered and logo proportions shown here are not to scale or 100% accurate.

